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Expert versus Novice Tutors: Impacts on Student Outcomes in
Problem Based Learning
Heather Leary, Andrew E. Walker, M. Harrison Fitt, Brett E. Shelton
Utah State University
The tutor is an essential part of problem based learning (PBL). However, tutor characteristics
and role are inconsistent. Meta-analysis was used to investigate both the role and training of
PBL tutors as moderators of student learning. Weighted effect sizes were calculated on student
outcomes with a modest favorable overall effect size for PBL; a vote count shows favorable
results as well. Results indicate a mixture of peers and instructors do best when compared to
peers and instructors alone. Tutor training appears to make a difference by itself, but when
considered with tutor background, tutor training does not appear to moderate student learning.
A framework for study factors and recommendations for future work are provided.
Introduction
As an approach to learning, Problem Based Learning (PBL) begins by presenting
authentic, complex, and ill-structured problems to students. Rather than lecturing, instructors act
as tutors, encouraging students to acquire the information they need to solve each problem.
Students typically work in small groups and are given increased control over their learning
(Barrows, 1986, 1996, 2002). Experimental studies of PBL go back more than three decades
(Neufeld & Barrows, 1974). Several meta-analyses have been conducted (Albanese & Mitchell,
1993; Dochy, Segers, Van den Bossche, & Gijbels, 2003; Gijbels, Dochy, Van den Bossche, &
Segers, 2005; Kalaian, Mullan, & Kasim, 1999; Vernon & Blake, 1993) the most recent of which
(Walker & Leary, in press) incorporates findings across diverse subject areas and educational
levels (Savery, 2006; Savery & Duffy, 1995) in which PBL has been used. From this prior work
we know that PBL in the aggregate has effect sizes that favor PBL to a small degree, that these
differences depend in part on the kind of assessment used, and that unexplained variance in
findings remains. One potential source for that variance is the instructor, also known as a
facilitator or tutor, referred to throughout this manuscript as the tutor. While there are empirical
efforts to examine tutor behavior, tutor training, and the role of the tutor in PBL interventions
(Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006; Moust, de Grave, & Gijselaers, 1990), there have been no
efforts to systematically examine tutors in the context of the existing literature base.
There is general consensus that training tutors is important (Baroffio, Nendaz, Perrier, &
Vu, 2007; Barrows, 1996; Bochner, Badovinac, Howell, & Karimbux, 2002; Chan, 2008;
Dolmans et al., 2002; Eagle, 1992; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006) but it is unclear how
effective that training may be. For example, tutors may turn small group sessions into lectures
even after training (Moust et al., 1990). More research is required regarding the links between
tutor training and corresponding student learning outcomes. In contrast to recommendations for
training, there is a fair amount of debate about the optimal background for tutors. Some call for
content experts (Barrows, 1996; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006; Schmidt, Van Der Arend,
Moust, Kokx, & Boon, 1993), some argue content experts are not necessary (Barrows, 1986,
1998; Swanson, Stalenhoef-Halling, & van der Vleuten, 1990), while others claim that content
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experts and content novices should be used at different stages of PBL instruction (Schmidt, Van
Der Arend, Kokx, & Boon, 1994). To complicate this more, some studies determine if you use a
content expert you must conduct facilitation training (de Volder, 1982; Silver & Wilkerson,
1991). To address the existing gaps in the literature and lack of empirical knowledge to inform
recommendations, this meta-analysis investigates the impacts of tutor background and tutor
training on student learning outcomes.
Literature Review
PBL originated in the late 1960s as a response to low enrollments and general
dissatisfaction with medical education at McMaster University (Barrows, 1996). From these
modern origins, PBL became utilized as a pedagogical approach in several subject areas and
educational contexts (Savery, 2006; Savery & Duffy, 1995). Over the years PBL has taken on
varied definitions as a result of institutions altering the approach to meet their own particular
needs (Barrows, 1996). Multiple definitions make characterizing precisely what PBL means
difficult. Since Barrows is one of the originators of PBL in its current forms, the definition
adopted for this work follows one from his more recent writing (Barrows, 2002):
• Unresolved and ill-structured problems are presented to students who generate not just
multiple thoughts about the cause of the problems, but multiple thoughts on how to solve
them.
• A student centered approach in which students determine what they need to learn. It is up
to the learners to generate a list of the key issues for a particular problem, identify the key
issues they need to know more about, and then pursue and acquire the missing
knowledge.
• Tutors, typically instructors, act as facilitators and guides for learning. They initially ask
students meta-cognitive questions about their problem-solving process and in subsequent
sessions fade that guidance in favor of students taking on the tutor role.
• Authenticity forms the basis of problem selection, embodied by alignment to professional
or “real world” practice. As such, problems are cross-disciplinary and unconstrained.
• PBL is typically undertaken in a small group setting (Barrows, 2002).
In terms of meta-analyses, there has been a great deal of prior work on the PBL literature,
enough to warrant a synthesis of existing meta-analytic reviews (Barneveld & Strobel, in press).
One of the major findings of this work is that effect size differences are impacted by the nature
of the assessment. There are several approaches to categorizing assessments, including a subset
of the Sugrue (1995) framework employed by Gijbels et al (2005) and then Walker & Leary (in
press). Both of these analyses found large differences in effect size comparisons based on the
underlying nature of the assessment, broken down into the concept, principles and application
level. The concept level is centered on constructs, including their definition, identification, or the
generation of examples. This is best described as declarative knowledge. Both of the metaanalyses mentioned above found that PBL students performed at about the same level as control
students. This was not the case with principles level assessment, which covers the relationship
between concepts. These principles may be rule-based or more heuristic but are generally built
on an underlying probabilistic model that defines relationships between concepts. Both metaanalyses found that PBL students performed better with principles level assessments, but Gjibels
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et al’s (2005) findings showed much greater differences. The application level assessments for
both meta-analyses were in almost complete agreement, showing modest support for PBL.
Application level assessments examine the learner’s ability to employ concept and principle level
knowledge in order to achieve a goal. A critical factor at this level is applying this knowledge in
new situations. Based on these results and the work of other meta-analysists in the area of PBL
(Kalaian et al., 1999) it seems clear that findings should take into account the assessment level of
the measures used.
Like many components of PBL, different opinions exist about the role, function and ideal
traits of tutors (Blumberg, Michael, & Zeitz, 1990). To a certain extent, these definitions evolved
over time, which may explain the range of tutor characteristics that various authors advocate for
and their subsequent study results (Bochner, Badovinac, Howell, & Karimbux, 2002; Kwizera,
Dambisya, & Aguirre, 2001).
According to Barrows (1998), the role and function of the PBL tutor is to raise student
awareness in higher cognitive thinking and question development. Hmelo-Silver and Barrows
later added that tutors facilitate the collaborative construction of knowledge by students (2006, p.
21). Their role is not just to facilitate knowledge construction, but to work themselves out of a
job by encouraging students to take on increasing responsibility for their own learning. This is
accomplished through modeling desired behaviors, monitoring discussions, and focusing student
efforts on deep and critical thinking (Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2008).
Throughout the literature, tutors are characterized along continua that cover content
experts to content novices, and faculty members to student peers. Determining which
characteristics promote student learning the best has been debated in the literature with several
strong opinions but little consensus. Outside of the PBL literature, the distinction between expert
and novice tutors is not clearly defined. Frequently, expert tutors take the form of subject-matter
experts not necessarily trained in tutoring skills while novice tutors are characterized as peer
tutors (Annis, 1983; Pata, Lehtinen, & Sarapuu, 2006; Roscoe & Chi, 2007; van Rosmalen et al.,
2008). However, in the study of pedagogical learning agents and artificial intelligence, there is
closer agreement with some PBL definitions of an expert tutor in that intelligent tutors are a
representation of a domain expert also in possession of advanced tutoring skills (Baylor, 2000;
Biswas, Leelawong, Schwartz, Vye, & Teachable Agents Grp, 2005; Cho, Kim, & Yun, 2005; de
Antonio, Ramirez, Imbert, & Mendez, 2005; Kim, Baylor, & Grp, 2006; Nussbaum, Rosas,
Peirano, & Cardenas, 2001).
At the inception of PBL, McMaster University promoted the idea of using a content
novice tutor to keep the faculty members from reverting to old teaching habits, such as lecture
(Barrows, 1996). As PBL spread from McMaster University, the definition was refined,
declaring content expertise to be less important than facilitation expertise (Barrows & Tamblyn,
1980; de Volder, 1982; Dolmans et al., 2002; Eagle, 1992). Subsequent recommendations can be
confusing, with some close overlaps and some direct contradictions. For example, some
recommend that tutors be content experts with facilitation training (Barrows, 1996; Gilkison,
2003; H.G. Schmidt & Moust, 1995; H.G. Schmidt et al., 1993) while others similarly advocate
for faculty or instructor tutors with facilitation skills (Bochner et al., 2002; H.G. Schmidt et al.,
1994). In contrast, others purport that using content novices positively impacts student outcomes
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(Silver & Wilkerson, 1991), especially in non cognitive areas such as self-directed learning. Still
more view content novices as equally effective to content experts (de Volder, de Grave, &
Gijselaers, 1985; Hendry, Phan, Lyon, & Gordon, 2002; Kwizera et al., 2001; Moust, de Volder,
& Nuy, 1989; Moust & Schmidt, 1994; Park, Susarla, Cox, Silva, & Howell, 2007; Regehr et al.,
1995; Steele, Medder, & Turner, 2000; Swanson et al., 1990), claiming that content expertise is
at odds with good facilitation since an expert will constantly inject their content knowledge (Des
Marchais, Bureau, Dumais, & Pigeons, 1992; Moust et al., 1990; Silver & Wilkerson, 1991) and
suppress the student–directed design. Hmelo-Silver & Barrows (2006) confirm that tutor training
is the most critical factor, and they elevate content expertise to being a bonus but not a critical
element for success. Effective tutors are represented as expert learners who can model their own
learning strategies. Further complicating these definitions, PBL often draws on several content
areas in which no one tutor can be expertly versed. For example, a forensic accounting problem
may incorporate elements of auditing, accounting, management, and criminal justice.
In the absence of clear consensus within the literature, we defined tutor background as
follows. Content novices are faculty with no relevant expertise to the PBL curricula or a student
or advanced peer (eg. a doctoral student teaching in a graduate course). Content experts are
faculty members with expertise covering at least one of the relevant disciplines or a lecturer (e.g.
a doctoral student teaching undergraduate students).
It is generally agreed that tutors should be trained in the process of PBL (Baroffio,
Nendaz, Perrier, & Vu, 2007; A. M. C. Daniel, 2004; de Volder, 1982; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows,
2006; Wikerson & Hundert, 1991). This idea is supported by the literature outside of PBL
showing the most effective tutors have been trained in facilitation skills (Annis, 1983; P. A.
Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982; Merrill, Reiser, Merrill, & Landes, 1995; Topping, 1996).
Expanding on facilitation skills, tutors should have a good grasp of the PBL process, which they
impact to a great extent (Barrows, 1998; Dolmans & Ginns, 2005; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows,
2006), and understand how their role as a tutor changes during the course of a particular
problem. In addition, they should have a great deal of familiarity with the problem either as a
result of closely collaborating with the case designer or through co-authoring it (L. C. Chan,
2008; Davis, Nairn, Paine, Anderson, & Oh, 1992; Johansen & Bircher, 1992). There are several
recommendations, some contradictory and some with more agreement with respect to tutors and
their role in PBL. Despite a large volume of empirical findings and several meta-analyses
(Albanese & Mitchell, 1993; Dochy et al., 2003; Gijbels et al., 2005; Kalaian et al., 1999;
Vernon & Blake, 1993; Walker & Leary, in press), no systematic review exists of the literature
across disciplines regarding the impact of tutor background and tutor training on PBL student
outcomes. This work extends our previously reported findings (Walker & Leary, in press) by
examining the impacts of the tutor on student learning outcomes.
Methods
Meta-analysis is considered by some to be a form of primary research, in which the
subjects are studies rather than people (Cooper & Hedges, 1994a). The advantage of this
approach is the ability to look at differences between factors that individual studies may not
otherwise include (such as an exploration of instructor and peer tutors in PBL). This is
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accomplished by placing study outcomes on a common scale (Cohen’s d in this case), then
examining differences between the sets of studies using peer or instructor tutors. This particular
analysis set out to address the following research questions about existing studies of PBL, while
taking into account the types of assessment employed:
1) To what extent does the background of the tutor moderate the student learning?
2) To what extent does the training of the tutor moderate student learning?
3) To what extent is there an interaction between tutor training and tutor background
that moderates student learning?
Inclusion Criteria
To be considered, studies had to report quantitative outcomes comparing a PBL treatment
that included ill-structured and authentic problems, a student centered approach, and tutors acting
as facilitators rather than lecturers, with a comparison or control condition. As suggested by the
research questions, the outcomes had to be focused on student learning as opposed to noncognitive assessments like student motivation, indications of self-directed learning, or reasoning
process. While these are critical outcomes associated with PBL (Barrows, 1986), determining
impacts on student learning is of interest to a wider audience, including skeptics.
Literature Search
Literature was obtained as reported in our previous findings (Walker & Leary, in press)
with updates to account for new work. We began with primary research reported in existing
meta-analyses, then used keywords obtained from each study to search Education Resources
Information Center (ERIC), PsychInfo, Education Full Text, Google Scholar, Communications
of the ACM, CiteSeer, and Digital Dissertations. Date restrictions of 2008-2009 were placed on
searches since this literature has been well canvassed in our prior analysis. In addition to our
updated search we obtained additional author referrals to other primary research articles as part
of an author survey described below.
Coding Scheme
Each study was separately coded by two researchers. Discrepancies, largely due to
omission rather than differences of opinion, were resolved until consensus was achieved
(Stemler, 2004). More specifically, tutor background was coded as unknown, peer, instructor,
mixed peer and instructor, or automated when computers took on the tutor role. Here, instructors
were defined as tutors who held at least one degree level higher than their student population.
The most frequent instructor case being medical education faculty and medical students, other
more dramatic educational differences included K-12 teachers acting as tutors for elementary
students. Peers consisted of tutors who were at the same educational level (for instance senior
undergraduate students tutoring freshman and sophomores). Mixed and unknown are selfexplanatory. This coding scheme parallels the call for faculty tutors (Bochner et al., 2002; H.G.
Schmidt, 1994). The primary reason for our coding choice was that designation of instructors or
faculty was the most common mechanism used in studies to characterize tutors. Thus instructors
may take on a tutor role, but the terms not synonymous in this manuscript.
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Tutor training was coded as yes, no, automatic or unknown. Training was initially coded
as yes only when some form of training took place. Partway through coding primary studies, we
modified our yes criteria to include prior experience with PBL facilitation since several primary
studies reported experience either alongside or in place of references to training. No and
unknown are self-explanatory. Automatic was coded separately since it is not meaningful to
compare the training of human and computer-based tutors.
Assessment level was coded at the concept, principles, application, or unknown level
based on the following. Many of the instruments in this field are well established, standardized
measures (for example the USMLE) with clear ties to Sugrue’s framework as established by
prior meta-analysts (Gijbels et al., 2005). For other measures, such as teacher created tests
information was drawn from the measure or sample questions when provided, or inferred based
on descriptions within the article. When no information was available or the description was
ambiguous, the assessment level was coded as unknown.
After the initial coding of studies was performed, a survey was sent to study authors. Out
of 183 studies we received responses back from authors of 30 different studies. Authors from
another 5 studies began the survey but then withdrew their participation, citing a lack of time, or
an inability or lack of desire to find data that in some cases was 30 years old. The purpose of the
survey was to ask authors to respond to our characterization of their work, supply missing
information, and provide referrals to other studies. For the most part, our coding had high levels
of agreement with study authors and their responses consisted largely of supplying missing
information, although there were some departures. One participant who withdrew noted a
different recollection of their work, and one study (with a single outcome) was dropped when the
author pointed out the coded findings were a confirmatory analysis rather than a feature of the
reported work.
Study outcomes were placed on the common scale of standardized mean difference (d).
The most common formula used was the pooled estimate of the population standard deviation.
On rare occasions the only available data was a non-specific p value (e.g. p < 0.05). These were
assumed to be p = 0.05, an obvious underestimate of effect size (Shadish & Haddock, 1994). A
positive effect size indicates findings in favor of PBL, whereas negative effect sizes favor the
control students who typically experienced a more traditional lecture.
Results
Due to the wide variation in the number of participants across studies, this analysis uses
effect size outcomes weighted by sample size (Cooper, 1989). Benchmarks for what constitutes a
meaningful effect size difference are a bit more problematic. A great deal of debate has arisen
specific to the context of problem-based learning effect sizes (Albanese, 2000; Colliver, 2000).
Cohen, with the caveat that social sciences are quite complex, describes a rough framework for
effect sizes with 0.2 as small or characteristic of new inquiry or poorly controlled studies, 0.5 as
medium or noticeable differences, and 0.8 as large or grossly differentiated (1988). Our position
is that any improvement is worth noting as long as the cost of the intervention is reasonable.
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Each set of findings includes a vote count analysis alongside weighted effect sizes
(Bushman, 1994). Since statistical significance testing (either positive in favor of PBL or
negative in favor of a control group) are all that is required, a vote count is a more inclusive
approach to confirm meta-analysis results. The vote count consists of a simple chi-square
analysis of the significantly positive and significantly negative findings. While many metaanalysts recommend a vote count, some debate continues about whether or not inferential
statistics are appropriate (Cooper & Hedges, 1994a; Glass, 2000, 2006). The analyses below
include confidence intervals (reported at the 95% level) and a factorial ANOVA, both of which
assume the encoded studies derive from a meaningfully defined population of PBL research. As
discussed above, this includes quantitative research using a wide range of assessment tools,
where the featured treatment uses PBL and the comparison is characterized as traditional or
lecture based. The confidence intervals can be used as an indication of variance irrespective of
stance on inferential statistics with meta-analysis, and the factorial ANOVA can be examined or
ignored as desired. An alpha level of 0.05 was set for statistical significance for analyses
original to this paper, and as a threshold for the vote count.
A total of 210 outcomes with codeable effect sizes from 84 studies were utilized in the
meta-analysis. Overall the weighted effect size (dw = 0.16, ± 0.04) was somewhat modest,
approaching a small difference in favor of PBL. In the aggregate, these findings were not
homogenous Q = 1170.11, justifying a further parsing of the data—although none of the break
out findings were homogenous either.
To aid in all three research questions a 4x2x4 factorial ANOVA between tutor training
(peer, instructor, mixed, unknown), tutor background (yes, unknown), and assessment level
(concept, principles, application, unknown) was run. Automated tutors (N=3) were removed
from the ANOVA since it was a characterization for both tutor background and tutor training,
but were left in the descriptives (see Table 1 and Table 2). Even though assessment level was
included in the ANOVA, it is not a central focus of this analysis, rather a necessary context for
the tutor factors. Within this analysis, there was a main effect for assessment level F(3, 204) =
7.93, p = 0.00, which matches our prior work (Walker & Leary, in press)
Before conducting the ANOVA, several high correlations were found. For example,
instructors have a positive correlation with trained or experienced tutors (r = 0.48, p < 0.01). In
combination with unequal cell sizes, this necessitates some decision making about the shared
variance across factors. Our analysis takes the position that an ordering of effects is meaningful
since tutor background, which may include established ideas about the role of instructors (Silver
& Wilkerson, 1991) is in place before any PBL training occurs. Thus background was left intact,
but training and then assessment level are reported only to the extent that they explain unique
variation in student learning (Stevens, 1999).
Tutor Background
Research question one deals directly with the impact of tutor background on student
learning. As can be seen below in Table 1, most of the effect size results are fairly close together.
With the exception of cases where the tutor background is unknown, (dw = .04) the effect sizes
range between .23 and .34. This relative agreement is even more pronounced in the vote count,
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where findings favored PBL over control conditions with the exception of peer, mixed, and
automated tutors, which failed to meet the minimum chi-square criteria of at least five
observations per cell. The vote count however is not sensitive to magnitude of differences.
TABLE 1. Tutor Background Outcomes
Background
Mixed
Automated
Peer
Instructor
Unknown
Total
a

sig. +
2
1
5
a
43
a
15
a
69

sig. 0
0
0
12
9
20

Noutcomes
14
3
13
123
57
210

dw
0.33
0.34
0.26
0.23
0.04
0.16

CILower
0.07
-0.50
0.03
0.15
-0.06
0.12

CIUpper
0.59
1.18
0.49
0.31
0.13
0.20

Significant (p < 0.05) sign test on the vote count analysis.

The use of peer and a mixture of peer and instructor tutors are notable in that they both
did about the same as instructors alone—despite disagreement about their use in the literature.
The factorial ANOVA showed no main effect for tutor background F(3, 204) = 1.30, p = 0.28.
The unknown data may drastically change these results, particularly if they favored use of
backgrounds with a small number of outcomes. That said use of instructors as tutors is clearly
the norm among this literature. Thus, assignment of the unknowns is more likely to lower the
instructor scores than any others. The close proximity of the peer and instructor findings should
be interpreted with caution given the disparate number of outcomes. The end result for the first
research question is mixed. The vote count and inferential statistics indicate that there is no
impact based on tutor background, but the weighted effect sizes and small amount of variability
as shown in the confidence intervals suggest that there is an impact, and when the background is
unknown the outcomes are lower.
Tutor Training
Research question one examines the impacts of tutor training on student learning. When
tutor training is considered independently, trained or experienced tutors perform close (dw =
0.25) and slightly above the overall mean (dw = 0.16), and automated tutors once again
performed best (dw = 0.34). In contrast, when tutor training information is unknown, students do
slightly worse (dw = 0.08). Once again, these weighted effect sizes parallel the vote count, which
shows uniform agreement that PBL students tend to do better, in every case but automated which
lacks the minimum number of findings.
TABLE 2. Tutor Training Outcomes
Training
yes
automated
unknown
Total
a

sig. +
a
30
1
a
35
a
69

Sig. 6
0
15
20

Noutcomes
99
3
108
210

dw
0.25
0.34
0.08
0.16

CILower
0.17
-0.50
0.00
0.12

CIUpper
0.34
1.18
0.16
0.20

Significant (p < 0.05) sign test on the vote count analysis.

None of the coded studies openly admitted to neglecting training for their tutors, or using
tutors with prior experience. However, there are many more studies (N = 108) failing to
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explicitly describe training or experience tutors as compared to the number with unknown tutor
background (N = 57). The volume of missing information is noteworthy, as is the consistently
poor performance of the outcomes with unknown training or unknown background. Much like
tutor background, there was no main effect for tutor training, F(1, 206) = 0.33, p = 0.86. Much
like the first research question, evidence in regards to question two is mixed. The inferential
statistics and vote count suggest that tutor training has no impact. The weighted effect sizes
suggest that training may not improve learning outcomes substantially, but when training is
unknown these outcomes appear to drop.
Interaction Effects
The third and final research question is an examination of whether or not student learning
resulting from training or unknown tutor training changes with different tutor backgrounds.
Figure 1 shows the weighted effect size for training and unknown tutors across the four
categories of tutor background. Take note of the number of outcomes associated with each data
point and keep in mind that clusters of many outcomes should be interpreted with more
confidence than a handful or single outcomes. Cohen’s thresholds for small, medium and large
effect sizes are shown, alongside a plot of weighted effect size and the number of outcomes at
each intersection of tutor training and tutor background. Visually, the results look to be a classic
case of interaction with differences between unknown and trained tutors dependant upon their
background. However, there is no statistically significant F(3, 204) = 1.40, p = 0.25 interaction
effect. This also holds true when adding in the context of assessment level, with the three way
interaction (background x training x assessment level) also failing to achieve statistical
significance F(9, 198) = 0.03, p = 0.992. This is most likely due to the fact that the greatest
differences, such as mixed tutor background, are derived from a small collection of outcomes.
FIGURE 1. Student Learning as a Function of Tutor Background and Tutor Training.
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* (n value) indicates the number of study outcomes for each data point.
Still, there are obvious trends that bear discussion. When tutor training is known, the
weighted effect size decrease slightly through mixed (dw = 0.37), unknown (dw = 0.28), instructor
(dw = 0.24), and peer (dw = 0.22) tutor backgrounds in a nearly linear manner. Conversely, when
tutor training is unknown, the weighted effect size increases dramatically from tutor backgrounds
that are mixed (dw = -0.22), unknown (dw = 0.03), instructor (dw = 0.21), then finally to peer (dw =
0.65). These trends are emphasized with connecting slopes. In addition, the distance between
scores within each tutor background category is shown with vertical lines. Relatively large
differences exist, possibly due to the small number of studies, between weighted effect sizes for
categories of mixed and peer tutor training. Less difference exists in the unknown category, and
very little exists in the instructor category.
However, what is not taken into consideration in Figure 1 is the assessment level within
each category of tutor background. Figure 2 offers additional insight by charting the assessment
tutor background and training broken out by assessment levels of concept, principle, application,
and unknown. As with Figure 1 horizontal lines act as markers within each smaller graph
denoting thresholds for small, medium and large effect sizes. Once again, care should be taken to
examine not only the data points, but also the number of outcomes associated with them.
FIGURE 2. Student Learning as a Function of Tutor Background and Tutor Training
Charted Against Four Categories of Assessment Strategy.
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* (n value) indicates the number of study outcomes for each data point.
The change in unknown tutor training across tutor background categories generally
maintains a similar upward trend across assessment levels, but the relative consistency of
outcomes with trained tutors is no longer maintained. Focusing on data points with several
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outcomes, some anticipated trends emerge. The concept level assessment contains several effect
sizes that actually favor control students. In particular, unknown training and background, and
instructors who received training. The application level assessment has consistently positive
effects clustered almost exclusively in the small to medium range. One surprise is the number of
principle level outcomes that are at or below an effect size of zero, the largest collection of
outcomes again being unknown training and unknown background. The aggregate of these
principle level outcomes is just beneath the application level findings, but the outcomes are much
more distributed at the principle level.
A conservative interpretation of Figure 2 is that application level assessments appear to
be robust with almost all configurations of tutor background and training. With the exception of
that application level unknown training and unknown background performs poor by comparison
to the overall weighted effect size (dw = 0.16) although it is not at all clear why that is the case.
Finally, training tutors appears to have quite diverse effects, particularly in regard to instructors
where performance is equivalent to or below control conditions at the unknown and concept
assessment levels and findings in the small to medium range at the principle and application
assessment level. Support for research question three is mixed, but this may be due largely to the
lack of outcomes in particular areas.
Conclusions and Discussion
As noted in the literature review there are advocates for using content experts (Schmidt et
al., 1993), those who believe it is not necessary (Swanson et al., 1990), and those who claim
content expertise is important, but secondary to other factors—specifically training in the tutor
role (Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006). Based on the available data, content expertise may indeed
not be a factor. Both mixed and peer tutors did about as well as or perhaps better, albeit very
slightly, than instructor tutors alone (see Table 1). In looking at Figure 2, these trends are
somewhat stable even when broken down by assessment level. For the most part, mixed and peer
tutors continue to do about as well or slightly better than instructor tutors. Notable departures
come at the principle level, where peer tutors did poorly. In this case and in some of the cases
where peers or mixed tutors performed markedly better, there are dramatically fewer outcomes
than those involving instructors. This of course relies on a small number of outcomes (N=14 for
mixed, N=13 for peers) and additional investigations are needed to confirm these results,
particularly those that make a direct comparison with instructor tutors. If these findings are
confirmed, scaling PBL as an intervention may be more cost effective since peers are less costly.
Additional investigations are also needed to explain why mixed and peer tutors
performed similarly to instructors. Hmelo-Silver & Barrow’s initial research of the tutor role was
recently expanded to a rich exploration of the knowledge building process (2008) within PBL
groups. The tutor in their study is both an instructor possessing robust content expertise and an
expert facilitator. Some prompts from the tutor did include direct questions to focus student
efforts, questions perhaps best asked by experts. However, the bulk of the tutor’s efforts centered
on meta-cognitive style questions that assisted self-directed learning and self-monitoring by the
students. The fact that an expert and experienced tutor is focused more on facilitation skills than
content may partially explain why peer tutors, who lack content knowledge when compared to
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instructors, are associated with such similar student learning outcomes. This also aligns with
prescriptions for students to gradually take on the role of the tutor themselves (Hmelo-Silver &
Barrows, 2006). Clearly, this would not be realistic or beneficial if content expertise were a focal
point of the tutor role.
Based on the weighted effect sizes, tutor facilitator training or experience with facilitating
slightly improves student learning as compared with the overall mean (Table 2). This is
encouraging, as it is highly recommended throughout the literature (Baroffio et al., 2007; Daniel,
Tosteson, Adelstein, & Carver, 1994; de Volder, 1982; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006;
Wilkerson & Hundert, 1991). Also encouraging is the fact that none of the 84 studies included
here, or even the 183 studies considered, explicitly stated that they used inexperienced and
untrained tutors. This provides some indication that at least for tutor training, a fairly clear
consensus in favor of training is being followed. That said, it is disappointing that these
improvements are not at all dramatic. In fact, for instructor tutors (Figure 1) for which there is an
overwhelming amount of data—there are no real differences in the weighted effect size. The
main effect and vote count for training show no effect at all.
In looking at Figure 2, training differences with respect to outcome type appear much
more stable when training is unknown then when training occurred. When compared to Figure 1,
the trend line for unknown training follows a similar upward trend from mixed to unknown to
instructor to peer background tutors at all four assessment levels. This is decidedly not the case
with trained tutors, which vary widely depending up on the assessment level, perhaps due to the
relatively small number of outcomes for a few extreme data points. Similarly erratic patters can
be found when focusing on the breakdown of instructor tutors by assessment level. At the
concept and application level, training appears to slightly detract from student learning. At the
principles level, however, the students of trained instructors do markedly better. This is reversed
for unknown assessment level outcomes, but with only a single outcome of unknown instructor
tutor training the discrepancy should be regarded with caution. Reasons for these variations
between unknown and trained instructor tutors by assessment level are unclear.
One potential reason is the wide variation in what was coded as training for this study.
Recall that either formal training or experience was coded as a yes. Experience in doing PBL
poorly, however, is far different from interventions that engage in thorough and sustained
training of tutors. Even within the realm of training, large differences are possible. A two hour
short course on PBL facilitation was coded the same as year long iterative training. These
coding decisions were based primarily on the available data. Although almost half of the studies
with codeable effect sizes mentioned training, they typically did not elaborate on the type or
extent of that training. This is not necessarily a reflection on the quality of the articles in this
area. Space is at a premium, particularly in journal articles, and it is not realistic to expect an
exhaustive discussion of how tutors were prepared.
It is quite possible that with additional data, a main effect for tutor background, tutor
training, or an interaction effect (background x training) might be found. In order for that to
occur many more studies are needed. Despite the lack main effects, the weighted effect sizes for
both training and tutor background clearly show that unknown tutor training and tutors with
unknown backgrounds are not effective. Or to be more precise, studies that failed to report this
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information did not show student learning outcomes that were as favorable as those that did.
Again, it is unclear as to why and perhaps more importantly it is unclear exactly what did occur.
Automated tutors did well, but it is unclear why this is the case. Perhaps an in-depth
investigation of the tutoring and knowledge building process like those previously conducted
with humans (Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006, 2008) would help illuminate this gap. As a point
of speculation, machine based tutors would be unable to usurp the tutor role to engage in lecture,
a phenomenon that has been documented by others (Moust et al., 1990). Much like peer and
mixed tutors, the use of automated tutors is based on a handful of outcomes (N=3) from just two
studies. Assuming these results remain stable, automated tutors could be another potential source
of lowering PBL costs.
Overall we need to know more about the use of mixed tutors and peers to better
understand their impact on outcomes and to make meaningful comparisons with instructors. It is
important for studies to report more information about the training and background of the tutors,
as definitions and characteristics vary across implementations and there is variation in all of the
outcomes reported here both in the aggregate and when broken down by background, training,
and assessment level. The tutor is a central role in the PBL process, the training and background
of these tutors are sited throughout the literature, and one clear finding from this analysis is that
studies not reporting them appear to do worse.
Limitations
There are several limitations to point out. The first is a limitation of the methodology
itself (Cooper & Hedges, 1994b; Glass, 2000, 2006). Meta-analysis by definition is an
examination of the quantitative findings from a field of inquiry. Further, this particular analysis,
in an effort not to compare disparate findings included only studies with both PBL and a control
condition. Both of these decisions limit coverage of the available literature, and qualitative work
in particular. Others might legitimately criticize the work as being too broad, because it includes
widely disparate forms of assessment. We calculated effect sizes for everything from measures
uniquely crafted for a particular study (Akinoglu & Tandogan, 2007) to standardized licensure
exams (Hoffman, Hosokawa, Blake Jr., Headrick, & Johnson, 2006) to open ended essays (Saye
& Brush, 1999) and performance evaluations (Woodward, McAuley, & Ridge, 1981). These are
important considerations. Our position is that assuming factors like the background of the tutor
and their training are important, then they should be robust and observable across existing
studies.
The classification of tutor background comes with no small amount of controversy.
Although it centers on the role of the tutor (as an instructor, peer, or automated tutor) and
assumes that instructors have a high level of content knowledge, many of the authors responding
to our survey were quick to point out that this classification is generally far from the true
situation. PBL problems are intended to be cross-disciplinary and as such require a wide range of
content knowledge that any one tutor will rarely posses. Our coding decision in this case
emerged from the primary research studies examined, and the vast majority of them discussed
faculty, teachers, or researchers as taking on the tutor role.
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Only a small portion of the authors responded to our survey providing feedback and
additional information on only 30 of the 86 studies. This response rate (35%) is quite low in
comparison to the response rate (64%) of other author surveys (Asch, Jedrziewski, & Christakis,
1997). However, Asch et al collected data from authors of work published just a few years prior,
whereas some of the work in this study was published more than two decades ago. It is possible
that the willingness to respond to the survey may have been based on some form of systematic
bias. An analysis of the weighted effect sizes (dw = .21) from just these 30 studies is fairly
similar when compared to the effect size from studies without an author response (dw = .15),
making a systematic bias on learning outcomes less likely.
Future Work
We currently have a detailed taxonomy of problem-based learning which differentiates
between various approaches (Barrows, 1986). In addition to this mechanism for categorizing the
intervention, we have a typology of problems that students can engage with (Jonassen, 2000).
Still missing, despite the importance of the tutor role (Barrows, 1998) is a mechanism to
succinctly describe the role of the tutor within a PBL intervention. Past work has been able to use
these categories to find some differences among PBL results (Walker & Leary, in press), and it is
reasonable to expect that a similar categorization of tutors might accomplish the same. A tutor
classification might clearly differentiate between subject matter expertise, the tutor background,
whether or not the tutor is scaffolding with the intention that students will eventually be taking
on the tutor role, the kinds of prompts and questions the tutor gives, the fidelity of the PBL
intervention as evidenced but the tutors’ actions, and much more information about the training
including the duration and whether or not it is sustained. Future PBL studies might also do well
to characterize the nature of their students and their interactions with tutors. An interesting factor
that has been noted in the literature (Schmidt, Van Der Arend, Moust, Kokx, & Boon, 1993;
Schmidt & Moust, 1998) but has not been the primary focus of research is the level of
knowledge the students bring to the discussion. Student knowledge is a determining factor in
how the student uses the tutor for learning.
With this in place the researcher as well as practitioner community might be able to
determine why there is so much variation in student learning outcomes. That variation may also
be due to the obvious need for replication work. In particular, more needs to be known about the
use of peer tutors in the context of PBL—authors have understandably shown some reluctance to
this approach because it directly contradicts recommendations in the field, but the results
reported here show a tendency for peers to perform about as well as instructors. An investigation
into the reasons for the strong performance of automated tutors is also needed. It is perhaps less
useful to investigate untrained tutors, but the ability to better characterize the training, and more
importantly the actions of tutors within a PBL intervention, is vital in any effort to explain why
training makes little difference, especially for instructors, when considered alongside tutor
background. Finally, a great deal of work remains with respect to the kinds of outcomes
examined. Our focus was on student learning, but non-cognitive outcomes like self-directed
learning and increased motivation for learning were not examined. It may be that tutor training
and tutor background look very different outside the context of student learning.
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